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Vacancy: C/C++ Programmer - Trainee / Internship or junior 

 

Are you passionate about innovation, engineering and continuous learning? 

 

ASE Optics Europe is a dynamic company, located in Barcelona, specialised in the development of 
custom optics and integrated optical systems. The company develops projects for the medical sector, 
scientific instrumentation and defence, all with one thing in common: light. At ASE Optics we cover all 
phases of the project, from the design to the construction of tailor-made, fully integrated optical 
systems. 

 

We have opened a vacancy for an ANSI C/C++ programmer for a trainee or recent graduate with an 
interest in automated hardware control, system design, development of software libraries and 
graphical interfaces, and assembly of systems with different devices and hardware. The candidate 
must be a motivated professional, able to work in a multidisciplinary team, with programming skills 
and be able to adapt to the use of different API (Application Programming Interface) libraries for 
hardware control at the same time. 

 

Time management skills are essential to meet project deadlines. Knowledge in electronics, optics 
and/or optomechanics and image processing will be a plus. 

 

The successful candidate will have the opportunity to grow professionally in a team of optical 
engineers and image processing experts, and a high level of independence and initiative will be 
required. 

 

Responsibilities: 

- Development of software with graphical interface in PC environment, and libraries for 
hardware/device control. 

- Documentation. 

- Integration, debugging and testing. 

 

Requirements and skills: 

- Knowledge of ANSI C and C++ programming languages. 

- Knowledge in configuration, control and calibration of (hardware) systems. 

- Good level of English and/or Spanish. 

- Organisational skills 

 

Extra skills valued: 

- Knowledge in electronics and component integration 

- Knowledge in image processing 
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Benefits: 

- Inclusion in a multidisciplinary team. 

- Work on innovative projects, always at the forefront of technology. 

- Opportunities for training and personal and professional development. 

 

Contractual details: 

- Type of contract: internships (curricular, non-curricular, TFM, work placements...). 

- Duration: 3 months (possible extension). 

- Candidate's level: Graduate or equivalent. 

- Timetable: flexible to be agreed. Monday to Friday. 

 
Submission of applications: 

 

Interested candidates should send the candidature to info@seoptics.com including the following 
mandatory items: 

 

• Subject: title of the job vacancy for which you are applying. 

• CV including all necessary information and contact data 

• Cover letter 

 

All emails that do not comply with these mandatory requirements will not be considered. 
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